Directions from Poitiers/Limoges (A83 Junction 11)
to the Blevins Franks office in Niort
Blevins Franks Financial Management Limited
43 Avenue de la Rochelle, 79000 Niort, France
GPS Coordinates +46° 19’ 12.40”, -0° 28’ 4.00”

You will approach Place de La Breche along the Avenue de
Paris Turn right onto Avenue des Martyrs de la Résistance
then left on to Avenue de la République which runs along
the bottom of the place de la Breche. Continue straight onto
Rue Ernest Pérochon and up the hill (the post office will be
on your right towards the top). At the roundabout at the top
take the third exit (turning right) onto Rue du 24 Février. At

the, elongated, roundabout at the end take the second exit
onto Rue Chabaudy and then bear left onto Avenue de La
Rochelle. The road is split in two with parking in between the
carriageways. At the end of this section you need to go right
around the roundabout and we are on your right – parking
through the arch to the rear.

Directions from La Rochelle
to the Blevins Franks office in Niort
Blevins Franks Financial Management Limited
43 Avenue de la Rochelle, 79000 Niort, France
GPS Coordinates +46° 19’ 12.40”, -0° 28’ 4.00”

Using the N11 you will join the D611 passing through
Frontenay Rohan-Rohan and you continue along this road
towards Niort. At Bessines you take the second exit at the
roundabout to go onto Chemins de Pierre Chemins d’Eau
(D611) at the next roundabout take the third exit. You will

cross the ring road and continue straight on, taking the second
exit at the next roundabout (a credit agricole bank on right).
When you come to the next small roundabout go straight
over and the office is on your right – parking through the arch
to the rear.

Directions from Nantes/Fontenay le Comte (A83 Junction 9)
to the Blevins Franks office in Niort
Blevins Franks Financial Management Limited
43 Avenue de la Rochelle, 79000 Niort, France
GPS Coordinates +46° 19’ 12.40”, -0° 28’ 4.00”

As you come of the slip road, at the roundabout, take the first
exit onto D148 (the Niort/Fontenay road) towards Niort. At
the next roundabout (Benet) take the second exit onto Route
de Fontenay-le-Comte (D148). Carry on up the hill – over
the railway track until you reach the next roundabout and
take the second exit onto D148 Route de Niort and continue
onto join the D648 – go straight over the bnext roundabout
until you reach the roundabout with signage for “Autres
Directions”. Take the first exit here onto Boulevard Willy
Brandt. At the roundabout, take the first exit onto Avenue de

Wellingborough then take the third exit at the roundabout at
the top of the rise onto Avenue de Venise Vert. At the traffic
lights turn right onto Boulevard d’atlantique. Go over two
roundabouts (Carrefour on Left hand side between them) and
at the next set of lights turn left onto Avenue de la Rochelle.
Continue straight on, taking the second exit at the next
roundabout (a credit agricole bank on right). When you come
to the next small roundabout go straight over and the office is
on your right – parking through the arch to the rear.

